Abstract. Quadratic forms of height two and leading form defined over the base field are determined over several fields. Also forms of height and degree two over an arbitrary field are classified.
PF [P"F] denotes the set of 7-Pfister forms [resp. n-fold 7-Pfister forms]. GPF denotes the set of forms similar to an 7-Pfister form; similarly for GPnF. We denote the pure part of a Pfister form p by p'. That is, p' is the uniquely determined subform p such that p -p' _L (l). A form a is a Pfister neighbor if there is a p e GPF and a form t] such that p = a 1 tj and dim a > dim tj. The form 17 is the complementary form of q.
An ideal A of the Witt ring WF of 7 is a Pfister ideal it is is generated by Pfister forms. It is a {n,,.. .,nA }-Pfister ideal if the generators can be taken as «,-fold Pfister forms, 1 < 1 < k. The ideal A is a strong n-Pfister ideal if each anisotropic form in A is isometric to a sum of multiplies of n-fold Pfister forms in A.
Throughout the paper we will use the terminology of Knebusch for function fields, generic splitting towers, etc.; see [12, 13] . In particular, excellent forms are defined inductively by: All forms of dimension < 1 are excellent. A form q of dimension > 2 is excellent if a is a Pfister neighbor and the complementary form of q is excellent. Let W(F(q)/F) denote the kernel of the homomorphism of Witt rings WF -* WF(q) induced by the field extension F(q)/F. The ideal J"F = {ae W-y"|deg q > n}. For a nonhyperbolic form q set N(q) = dim a -2deg q. We write XF for the set of orderings on 7. A form a is indefinite at a e XF if lsgna Q\ < dim a; a is indefinite if it is indefinite at all a e Xf. The Hasse number of 7, m(7) , is defined to be sup{dimg}, where a ranges over all anisotropic indefinite 7-forms.
Good forms of height two.
Definition. A form a over 7 is a good form if the leading form of q is defined over 7. Examples of good forms are excellent forms (cf. [13] ). We wish to classify height two good forms in several instances. First we summarize Knebusch's work on good forms.
Theorem 1.1 (Knebusch) . Let a be an anisotropic form of height 2 and degree n > 1 such that 1 e D(q). Then:
(1) a is good iff q = pmod Jn + XF for some n-fold Pfister form p.
(2) a is excellent iff a -apa', with a e F, p an n-fold and a an i-fold Pfister form, i > 2.
(3) Suppose q is good, but not excellent, with leading form p. Then a ® F(p) is anisotropic and lies in GPmF(p), with m > n + 1; in particular, dim a = 2m. Further, the Witt index i(q -p) = 2J, j > 0, and q and p have as a common divisor a j-fold Pfister form. Proof. [13, 9.6, 10.1 and 10 .5], Proposition 1.2. Let q be an anisotropic form of odd dimension. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) a is good of height 2.
(2) q is excellent of height 2.
(3) q = y(pa' ± (l)), where p G PnF, n > 2, a e PF andy = d(q).
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(1) => (2). We have ker(g® 7(g)) =yp'® 7(a), for some p g PmF (m > 2) and y g F(q). Taking discriminants yields y = d(q)mod 7(g)2. Then
so a is excellent by [13, 7.14] .
(2) -> (3). Let t be the associated Pfister form of a and a its complementary form. So, a ± a = fT, for some (eF, with dim a < ? dim t and dim a odd. Since a is excellent of height 2, by [13, pp. 3-4] a is excellent of height 1. Hence, a -yp' for some y G 7, p G PnF and n ^ 2. Then a ® 7(p) is isotropic, so r splits over 7(p) and so p|r. By [4, 1.4] , t = pa, for some a G 77. From the isometry q ± yp' -tt, we obtain that for any c g D(p') c 7)(t), ycf e 7(t). Henceyr g 7(t) and q ± yp' -rr = yT = y(pa' 1 (l) 1 p').
Condition (3) follows by cancelling yp' from each side and computing the discriminant.
(3) -» (1). Since q ± yp' -ypa, q ® F(q) = -yp' ® F(q), so a is a good form of height 2.
Throughout the remainder of this section, we assume q is an even-dimensional anisotropic form.
The classification theorem we would like for height 2 good forms is:
(1.3) a is a height 2 good form of degree n if and only if q is isometric to either:
(1) apa', with a G 7, p G PnF and a G PmF,for some m^2,or (2) pqx, with p e 7"_17,dima1 = 4 and d(qx) € D(p). Further q is excellent iff a is of type (1).
It is easy to check that forms of types (1) and (2) are good forms of height 2 and degree n. The last statement follows from (1.1). Knebusch [13, 10.3] has shown for forms of degree 1 that a height two form is good and (1.3) holds. Lemma 1.4. 7e/ q be a anisotropic form and suppose q = xp ± qx, where x£f, p g PnF and deg qx = m > n + 2. If q has height 2 then p\q.
Proof. The leading form of a is p by [13, 9.5] . For some a e F(q), (a,-x)p <8> F(q) = a, ® F(q). Since (a,-x)p is similar to a (n + l)-fold Pfister form and deg qx > n + 1, we must have (a,-x)p ® F(q) = 0 and (a -xp) ® F(q) = 0.
Then a -xp is similar to an anisotropic Pfister form by [13, 7.13 ] (cf. also [9, 1.6] ).
Thus q ® F(p) = 0 and p\q.
Following [7] we say a field extension K/F is excellent if for every 7-form q, ker(q ® K) is defined over 7 (see [7, 2 .1] for equivalent definitions). Proposition 1.5. Let q be an anisotropic form of height 2 that is good but not excellent. Suppose the leading form of q is defined by p g PnF. If F(p)/F is excellent, then dim a = 2"+1.
Proof. We may assume 1 g 7(g); g = xp ± qx with x g 7, and deg g, > n + 1, by (1.1). Suppose dimg > 2" + 1. Since q is not excellent, by [13, 10 .1] we have that g ® 7(p) is an anisotropic Pfister form of degree > n + 2. By [7, 2.10] there is a a g 7m7 (w > n + 2) such that a ® 7(p) = q ® 7(p). Hence, q = a ± pq2 with dim g2 odd.
Let a" = a"(g2). Then g2 1 (a") = g3 g 727. So g = -dp 1 pg3 _L a.
Since deg(pg3 ± a) > n + 2, p|g by (1.4), which contradicts (1.1).
Theorem 1.6. The classification (1.3) holds for forms of degree 2.
Proof. Let g be a good, but not excellent, form of height and degree 2. We need only show q is of type (2). But Arason [1] has shown F(p)/F is excellent for 2-fold Pfister forms p. Thus dimg = 8 by (1.5) and g is divisible by a binary form by [13, 10.8] . That is, g = ((a))qx, with dimg, = 4. Since deg q = 2 we see that d(qx) £ D(((a))) as required.
Note that the good forms of height and degree 2 are precisely the forms in 727 having Clifford invariant equal to a quaternion algebra (cf. [13, 9.5]).
We have not been able to classify good forms of height 2 and degree > 3 without restricting the field 7. We first consider fields with small Hasse number. Lemma 1.7. Let q be an anisotropic good, but not excellent, form of height 2 and degree n ^ 1. Suppose k q = a 1 ± x,pj mod/"+2, /=l where a G PnF, each x, g 7, p, g Pn+XF and k < 2. Then dimg = 2" + 1.
Proof. We need only consider the case k = 2 (if k = 1, take p2 = 2" • (l, -l)). ^Jn+xF.
Suppose dimg > 2" + 1. Then g ® 7(a) is similar to a Pfister form of degree at least n + 2 (1.1). That is, (xxpx ± x2p2) ® F(a) g Jn+2F(a). Since dim(xxpx ± x2p2) = 2n + z, we have
. Hence, t ® 7(a), and then t = ay for some form y. Since t g Jn + ,7, dim y is even. Then dim y = 2 or 0, as dim t < 2" + 2. Thus q-pify, where p ^ P"_XF and dim \p = 4.
Proof. Write q = a 1 qx, with a g 7"7 and deg qx > n + 1 > m; we may assume 1 g 7(g). It suffices to show dim g = dim qx = 2n+x by (1.1).
Claim. It suffices to show there is ay > n + 1 with {|sgn" g,|: a g Xf } C {0,2y }. Given such a y, we may find ex, e2 g 7 such that e: >a0 if and only if sgn0g! < 0, and e2 >a0 if and only if sgn^, + 0, since 7 is SAP (cf. [14] ). Set t = 2j~x{ex, exe2). Then qx 1 t g ym7 n W,7. By hypothesis, qx _L t = </> for some <?> g G7m7 U (0}. If <f> = 0, we are done by (1.4) and (1.1). Otherwise, deg qx > n + 1, deg t > n + 1 and n + 1 > m, so we must have n + 1 = m. Then (1.7) implies dimg = 2" + 1.
Lastly, qx is the difference of scalar multiples of the two Pfister forms $ and t, so dung, = 2"+1 + 2' -2', for some i < n + 1 (cf. proof of [4, 4.5] ). However, by (1.1), dung, = 2" + 1 + 2" -2', some / «S n. We obtainy = n + 1 = i, so dimg, = 2"+x.
We now show there is indeed ay such that {\sgnaqx\: a g Xf} c {0,2J}. Let dim g = 2*, where k > n + 1. Take any a g Xf and let 7a be a real closure of 7 with respect to a. We have: sgnag = sgn"a + sgn^,; 2"+1|sgnag1, asdeg(gj ® Fa) > deggj > n + 1; |sgnag| = 0,2"or2*, asn(g) = 2; sgnQ a = 0 or 2", as a G PnF.
The possibilities for the signatures are thus:
If both cases (b) and (d) occur, we must show n = k + 1. (Unless both cases occur, the argument is already finished.) Suppose there are (8,8e XF, with /? of type (b) and o of type (d). Set K = Fp n Fs. Then 7 is Pythagorean and also SAP, since lA^I = 2, as \k/K2\ < 4. Because both B and 8 extend to K, q ® 7 is anisotropic and good, but not excellent, of height 2. Now choose ex, e2 G K such that ex is positive only at B and e2 is positive only at o. Set </> = -2"((e1)) and ^ = 2A"1((e2)), if sgnsg = 2'c, otherwise set \p = -2k~l((e2)). Then since 7 is Pythagorean, g, ® K = <J> 1 ^. Hence (1.7) implies 2k = dim g®7=2"+1, sok = n + \.
Theorem 1.9. Suppose F is SAP and JAF n WtF c GPAF. Then the classification (1.3) holds for all q of degree n > 1.
Proof. This follows from (1.8) and (1.6).
Fields of Hasse number < 16 satisfy the hypotheses of (1.9), namely if u(F) < 16 then 7 is 4-linked, hence SAP, [5, 3.5] and any anisotropic g g J4F n WtF has dimension 16 and so lies in GPAF. Such fields include fields of transcendence degree at most four over C, global, local and finite fields (cf. [3] ). However there are fields satisfying the hypothesis of (1.9) with even infinite Hasse number. For example, let 7 be the power series field Q((ty). F is SAP since it has only two orderings and J4F is torsion-free since u(F) = 8, by Springer's Theorem. But clearly u(F) = oo.
We now prove the analogous theorem for fields of transcendence degree at most two over R. Theorem 1.10. Suppose R c 7 and tr. dR F < 2. Then the classification (1.3) holds for all forms q of degree n Jj 1.
Proof. Let q be a good, not excellent, form of degree n > 3 and height 2. We need only show q is of type (2) by our previous work. We may assume q = p i. qx. with p G PnFand deg qx > n + 1.
Step 1 To prove (b), let K = F(fA). Then i// ® K g 727 = GP2 K, by the theorem of Tsen-Lang. Thus we can find an a g G727 such that a ® K = ip ® K [6, 2.2], So \p -a = 2</> for some <J> g 77. Write <J> = (l, -</(<£)) _L <£,, where </>, G 727; take j8= ((l,-rf(*)>)andy = 2*1. Ste/>2. dimg = 2"+1. Using both parts of Step 1 we may find a, B g G727and y g 737 such that g, =2"-1(«^/3±Y). g = P -L 2"~1a 1 2" ^mod y" + 27.
Thus dim q = 2" + 1by(1.7).
Step 3. There is a a g P"_xF such that a|g. We can write g « 2"^2^, with dim if = 8, by Steps 1(a) and 2. By passing to F(\f-\) and again using the theorem of Tsen-Lang, we obtain \p = \p0 ± 2ipx, with dim t//0 = 0,2 or 4. If dim ^0 = 0 then 2"_1|g. If dim \p0 = 2 then dimi^ = 3, so g ® F(2"~2\p0) = 2"~ty1, which has degree n -1 unless it is hyperbolic. Thus 2"-tyolfLastly, if dim ^0 = 4, then dim^! = 2. In particular, 2" tyi G GP"F. Since deg g = n, deg2"~ V0 = n, so 2""2t//0 e G7"7 also. We need only show 2"~Vi ar>d 2""V0 are linked. We have g = p±g1 = 2"-V0±2"-Vi and -p±2"-2^0±2"-^1Gy" + 17.
By [4, 4.8] , 2"-2\P0 and 2""V'i are linked.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2. Forms of height and degree two. We begin with a lemma due to Knebusch, which is stated, but not proved, in [11] . We include a proof for completeness: Lemma 2.1 (Knebusch) . Let p be an anisotropic Pfister form and q a subform of p. Then there is a Pfister form a such that q < a < p and deg a < dim q -1.
Proof. We may assume 1 g 7(g). We use induction on dimg. the result is trivially true if dim g = 1.
Suppose q = (l, a1,...,af), i > 1. If degp«£(, we are done. Otherwise, by induction, there is a Pfister form a, such that (l, ax,.. .,aj_x) < ax < p, and deg a, < i -1. Write q ± $ -p, (l, a1,...,ai_x) 1^, = a, and p = OfPf, with p, G PF. Cancellation yields Several other results in [10] , namely 1.3-1.5, 2.1, 2.2 and 2.4 may be similarly generalized, either as a consequence of 2.2 or by changing their proofs in the same way. We explicitly state one of these generahzations, without proof, since it will be needed later. Lemma 2.3 (cf. [10, 1.4] ). Let yp be a neighbor of p g PnF such that 1 g D(\p). Let 4> -\p ± xa be anisotropic, where x g 7, a G PF(ora = (l)) anda\\p. Then either: (a) <j> is a neighbor of p and W(F(<p)/F) = pWF, a strong n-Pfister ideal; or (b) <J> is not a neighbor of p and W(F(4>)/F) is a strong (n + \)-Pfister ideal.
Remark. Lemma 2.3 applies to any form of type (2) Proof. Suppose px = tox, p2 = Ta2, where t g Pn_2F and ax, a2 g P2F. Write a2 = ((a, o) ) and set \p = r(ox ± xa2). Since T(a, ± (xa)) is a Pfister neighbor, W/(7(T(a1 ± (xa, xo)))/7) is a strong fc-Pfister ideal, A: = n + lorn + 2by (2.3). Thus \p is either a Pfister neighbor or W(F(\p)/F) is a {n + 2, n + 3}-Pfister ideal, (2.2). Now g ® 7(t^) is isotropic and also \p ® 7(g) is isotropic since dim(ker(t// 1 xt) ® 7(g)) = 2" < dim \p -dimr.
Thus F(q) is equivalent to F(\p) over 7 (in the sense of [12] ) and W(F(q)/F) = W(F(yP)/F).
Lastly, since dimg = 2"+1 and g has height 2, there are no (n + l)-fold Pfister forms in W(F(q)/F).
Hence \p is not a Pfister neighbor and W(F(q)/F) is a {n + 2, n + 3}-Pfister ideal.
Lemma 2.5. 7e? q be an anisotropic form of height and degree 2. Then: (1) 7/dimg = 8 then q -apx ± bp2, with a, b G F and px, p2 G P2F, (2) dim g # 10.
Proof. Choose an a; such that g ® 7(/-x) is isotropic. If g ® 7(v^x) = 0 then dim g # 10 (as deg q = 2), and if dim g = 8 then (1) is clear. So we may assume g ® 7(/=x) * 0. Since h(q) = 2, q = <j>0± (l, x)^ and g = apx ± qx, with dim <#>0 = 4, pj g 727and deg gx = 2.
(1) If dim g = 8 then dim qx = 4. Thus qx g G727 and we are done.
(2) If dim g = 10 then dim qx = 6. Thus qx = cker(p2 -p3), where c g 7 and p2, p3 are unlinked 2-fold Pfister forms.
Since dim(ker(g ® F(px))) = 4, we have qx ® F(px) isotropic with a kernel similar to a 2-fold Pfister form. By Arason's theorem [1] F(p2)/F is excellent, so there is an e G F, p4 G 727 and a form ^ such that ql = ep4±p1\p and g = ep4 _L (> ± (l)). If dim \p is odd then g is good, contradicting (1.6). If dim \p is even, then cPi ~ cPs ~ eP4 = Ii -eP* G /3/7-By [4, 4.8] this imphes p2 and p3 are hnked, a contradiction. Corollary 2.6. 7/g is an anisotropic form of dimension 10, then h(q) > 3.
Proof. Clearly h(q) > 2. If h(q) = 2 we cannot have deg g = 1 by [13, 10.3] or deg q = 2 by (2.5). Since deg q < 2 by [16, Satz 14] , we must have h(q) > 3.
Theorem 2.7. Let q be an anisotropic form of height and degree 2. Then q is isometric to one of the following:
(1) apo', with a g 7, p G P2F and a g PnF, n > 2. (5) a • ker(a -t^), vw'rn a G 7, a G 757 ana" ^ a nez'gn? 2 subform of a o/ rype5 (3) or (4).
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Proof. If q is a good form, it is of types (1) or (2) by (1.6). Clearly dim q > 6 and if dim q = 6 it is of type (3) . If dim q = 8, then q is a sum of scalar multiples of two 2-fold Pfister forms by (2.5). Thus q is a type (2) or (4), depending on whether the Pfister forms are linked. We can thus assume q is not excellent and dim q > 8. We may assume q = (l, x, y,...); set p2 = ((x, y)). Then q ® F(p2) is isotropic, but not zero since then q would be excellent. By Arason's theorem [1] , there is a G 7 and px G P2Fsuch that q = apx ± p2<p, for some<£.
Note dim <J> is odd, since otherwise q is a good form by (1.1).
Write <> = (b) 1 <f>x, with <t>x G 727. Then q = apx ± bp2 ± p2<j>x and dim (ker(g -apx -bp2 ) ® F(q)) < 12.
Then p2<j>x G 747 implies p2<px ® 7(g) = 0. Now N(p2<px) < (dimg + 8) -16 < dimg, so p2^i -za> wim 2 G 7, a g 7"7 and n > 4by [9,1.6] .
Since a ® 7(g) = 0, z'a = g J. i//, for some z' G 7 and form t^, by the CasselsPfister theorem. Thus z'a = za 1 apx ± bp2 1 \p and (z',-z)a = apx ± bp2 ± \p.
The dimension of the right-hand side is < dim a -dim q + 8, which is less than the dimension of the left-hand side. So z'a -za, -\p = ker (apj J_ bp2) and za = g 1 -ker( apj ± op2).
Note that a # 0 since dimg > 8. Also 4> € GPF since otherwise t//|g and g is excellent.
Claim. F(^) ~FF(q) and n(^) = deg(^) = 2. Since dim \p < 8 < dim g, g ® 7(^) is isotropic. And ^ ® 7(g) is isotropic since dim(ker(g ® F(q))) = 4 < dim ^. Thus (\p) -FF(q). Now deg \p = 2 since deg a > 4 and deg g = 2. Lastly, -^ ® F(\p) = ker(g ® F(\p)) is similar to a Pfister form, hence h(4<) = 2.
From our previous work, dim ^ < 8 implies t// is of types (2), (3) or (4) . Suppose \p is of type (2). Then for some c g 7, ((c))|^. Since F(4>) -FF(q) we also have ( (c) )|g. We may write 4 = ((c))<l2> q2-(hd) mod 727, and g= {(c,d)) modPF.
Thus g is a good form, contradicting (1.6).
Suppose yp is of type (3) . Recall n = deg a. If n = 4 then dim q = 10, contradicting (2.5). Suppose n > 6. There is a ax g 757 such that z^ < at < a by (2.1). Now g ® F(a) is isotropic so 7(g) ~ FF(\p) implies yp ® F(a) is isotropic. Thus a! ® 7(a) = 0, a contradiction. Hence n = 5 as desired.
Suppose yp is of type (4). If n = 4 then dim g = 8, a contradiction. Suppose n ^ 6.
Clearly W(F(yp)/F) * 0. So there is a oL g W(F(yp)/F) n 7,7, / = 4 or 5, by (2.4) . Again ^ ® F(a) isotropic leads to the contradiction that a, ® 7(a) = 0. Thus n = 5 as desired. Theorem (2.7) is not a complete description of forms of height and degree 2 (but see (2.13)). While any form of types (1), (2) or (3) is a form of height and degree two, the same is not true of types (4) (4) or (5) which have height two (and it seems unlikely that such examples exist). The construction of a height two form of type (5) Proof. We may assume q is anisotropic (otherwise F(q) is purely transcendental over 7by [12, 3.8] and W(F(q)/F) = 0). We use (2.7). If q is of types (1) or (5) then q is a Pfister neighbor and the result is clear. The result holds for forms of type (4) by (2.4) and type (2) by (2.3). Since forms of type (3) have dimension 6, [10, 2.4] implies the corollary for this case.
Recall from [10, Remark after 4 .1] that if q is not similar to a Pfister form then for each u e W(7(g)/7)dimg < 2des" -2dc&q. Also if equahty holds, then either g is a Pfister neighbor or W(F(q)/F) is not a Pfister ideal. This is of interest as there are no known examples of Witt kernels of forms that are not Pfister ideals.
Using (2.7) we will show that equality cannot hold for q of degree < 2 unless q is a Pfister neighbor.
Lemma 2.10. Suppose q and yp forms over F, with yp ® 7(g) isotropic and q ® F(\p) anisotropic. Then h(q ® F(yp)) = h(q).
Proof. Let 7 = F(yp). Let {7,| 0 < i < h} be the standard generic sphtting tower of q and let g, = ker(g ® 7,), 0 < / < n. For i > 0, yp ® K, is isotropic (as K, d Kx = 7(g)), so L ■ Kf = Kf(yp ® K:) is purely transcendental over 7, [12, 3.8] . Hence g, ® 7 • Kt is anisotropic. This is also true by hypothesis if i = 0, since K0 = F and g0 = g. It thus follows that h(q ® 7) > h(q). But the reverse inequality always holds, by [12, 5.13 ].
Proposition 2.11. Let q be an even dimensional anisotropic form not similar to a Pfister form. Suppose <p is a nonzero form in W(F(q)/F) such that dimg = 2deg* -2deg". Thenh(q) = 2.
